
HONK Casting Notes 

First of all, we congratulate everyone who auditioned. It takes lots of guts to prepare and perform in 

front of an audition panel, and to put yourself out there! Every time you audition, you grow – both as a 

performer and as a stronger person. So kudos to all! 

Second, the casting was extremely difficult this year. During the process, we made the decision to only 

have one cast this year. Because the production was only open to grades K-5 (not middle-schoolers as in 

some years past), and due to the difficulty of the production, we did not feel that we had enough 

performers to carry the leads AND the chorus for 2 casts. 

Despite the name of the show and the cute little logo, HONK is very challenging. It is a full-length 

Broadway production that is usually performed by experienced adult professionals. Our junior version 

has been modified to fit younger voices and to make the length a little more manageable. But the 

characters are the same – and have to be portrayed well, using subtle nuances and interpretation – in 

order for the story to come across to the audience. The music is challenging for EVERYONE, using 

complex melodies and harmonies, LOTS of lyrics often delivered in rapid rhythm. The younger students 

will be challenged, but we needed a STRONG chorus - including some of our veteran singers - to be able 

to hit those notes, enunciate the lyrics and carry the show.  

If you had a speaking part last year and find yourself without one this year, it does NOT mean that you 

didn’t do well at the audition … or that you are not showing as much talent as others … or that you did 

anything wrong! PLEASE know that decisions were made based on how students best “fit” the roles, 

based on what we saw at the auditions, and that we had to put some of our veterans in the ensemble – 

otherwise there would be no show. Some of the roles with speaking lines last year were not as 

challenging as some of the ensemble parts this year! There is a lot for everyone to glean from this 

production, and we look forward to the growth that we are certain will come in all of our students. 

The ENSEMBLE will have specific character roles to portray throughout the show. Each will identify with 

a barnyard animal which we are in the process of determining (some will be Classy Hens, others will be 

Comedic Crows, others will be Baby Chicks, etc). We will name each of these characters and come up 

with some traits specific to that role (old, silly, grumpy, nervous, etc) – and each ensemble member will 

work on acting them out throughout the show. It is our intention to have the ensemble members 

change into bullfrogs to be part of the Bullfrog Chorus, and to change into military geese to be part of 

the Wild Goose Chase. This may change for certain characters if costume changes are not feasible. But 

there will be a LOT for the ensemble to do and plenty of stage time! 

One suggestion for some of our students who are seeking leads in this or future productions. Please 

consider taking private voice lessons to learn how to use your unique instrument and to perform with it 

to the best of your ability. Some of our students were soooooooo close to a lead – their vocal audition 

performance was just needed a little more development. The competition will only increase in the older 

productions, and those that excel are usually the ones who have put extra time and practice into their 

vocal performance. 

With all of this in mind, we are super excited about the coming months and our journey to the stage 

with HONK! It is going to be a fun and memorable time that will strengthen everyone for future roles 

both on stage and off! 


